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Introductory Paragraph
The most common approaches to generate power from sunlight are either photovoltaic (PV), in which sunlight directly
excites electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor, or solar-thermal, in which sunlight drives a mechanical heat engine.
Photovoltaic power generation is intermittent and typically only exploits a portion of the solar spectrum efficiently,
whereas increased irreversibilities in smaller heat engines make the solar thermal approach best suited for utility-scale
power plants. There is, therefore, an increasing need for hybrid technologies for solar power generation1,2. By converting
sunlight into thermal emission tuned to energies directly above the photovoltaic bandgap using a hot absorber-emitter,
solar thermophotovoltaics (STPVs) promise to leverage the benefits of both approaches: high-efficiency—by harnessing
the entire solar spectrum3-5; scalability, compactness—because of their solid-state nature; and dispatchablility—in
principle by storing energy using thermal or chemical means6-8. However, efficient collection of sunlight in the absorber
and spectral control in the emitter are particularly challenging at high operating temperatures. This drawback has limited
prior experimental demonstrations of this approach to conversion efficiencies around or below 1%9-11. Here we report on a
full solar thermophotovoltaic device which, thanks to the nanophotonic properties of the absorber-emitter surface, reaches
experimental efficiencies of 3.2%. The device integrates a multi-wall carbon nanotube absorber and a one-dimensional
Si/SiO2 photonic crystal emitter on the same substrate, with the absorber-emitter areas optimized to tune the energy
balance. Our device is planar and compact and could become a viable option for high-performance solar
thermophotovoltaic energy conversion.
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Main Text
Since no portion of incident sunlight reaches the PV cell directly, the performance of STPVs relies on the efficiency of
several intermediate energy conversion steps. Optically concentrated sunlight is converted into heat in the absorber; the
absorber temperature rises; heat conducts to the emitter; the hot emitter thermally radiates towards the PV cell, where
radiation is ultimately converted into excited charge carriers and electricity (Fig. 1a). The overall efficiency (ηstpv) can be
expressed as a product of the optical efficiency of concentrating sunlight (ηo), the thermal efficiency of converting and
delivering sunlight as heat to the emitter (ηt), and the efficiency of generating electrical power from the thermal emission
(ηtpv):

ηstpv = ηoηtηtpv

(1)

The TPV efficiency (ηtpv) hinges on the spectral properties and the temperature of the emitter. A spectrally selective
emitter should have high emittance for energies above the PV bandgap (Eg) and low emittance for energies below the
bandgap. In order to excite enough thermal modes for substantial emission above the bandgap, the emitter temperature
should ideally12 be high enough such that the peak of Planck’s blackbody distribution coincides with the bandgap, i.e., by
Wien’s displacement law:

Teopt ≈ 2336 [K/eV] ·Eg

(2)

The high temperature operation of the emitter poses two key challenges to efficient STPV power conversion:
opt
collecting sunlight to efficiently reach Te , and maintaining spectral selectivity at elevated temperatures. Past STPV

embodiments have relied on the intrinsic properties of materials such as tungsten9,10. For the absorber, one approach to
effectively enhance the intrinsic solar absorptivity of materials is to use macro cavity geometries. Because of the high
aspect ratio of the cavity needed to enhance absorption, this approach typically requires high levels of optical
opt
concentration to reach Te (e.g., 3,183 times as used by Datas and Algora9, 4,600 times as used by Vlasov et al.10). Such

high optical concentration in turn requires complex systems with relatively low optical efficiencies (ηo~65%)9. For the
emitter, the intrinsic spectral selectivity of tungsten is poor at Teopt since the emissivity at low photon energies (< Eg)
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increases with temperature, accompanying an increase in the electrical resistivity13. Ultimately, the reliance on the
intrinsic spectral properties of materials for the absorber-emitter has limited previously reported experimental STPVs to
conversion efficiencies around 1%9-11.
To improve the performance of the absorber-emitter, researchers have investigated the design of structured
surfaces5,6,14-21 with spectral properties approaching those of ideal STPV components; specifically, the use of photonic
crystals to control the photon density of states for narrow-band selective emission5,6,14-20 . Simulation studies using
realistic nanophotonic surfaces predict STPV efficiencies exceeding 40%5,15,21. Although the intrinsic material properties
are sensitive to temperature, the surface structure affords a degree of spectral tunability which is temperature independent.
Nevertheless, these surfaces have not yet been integrated into STPV devices operating at high enough temperatures for
efficient power conversion.
In our device, the spectral properties of the absorber-emitter are tailored through surface nanostructuring in a compact
planar layout (Fig. 1a,b) without resorting to more complex STPV configurations. The absorber-emitter module was
composed of an array of multi-wall carbon nanotubes as the solar absorber and a one-dimensional Si/SiO2 photonic crystal
as the selective emitter. We varied the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (AR=Ae/Aa) from 1 to 10 to achieve optimal
performance. With increasing area ratio, we supply enough heat for the absorber-emitter to reach Teopt by increasing the
level of irradiance and leveraging the high absorptance of the nanotube array. Thermal resistance between the absorber
and emitter is minimized by integrating the absorber and emitter on the same conductive silicon substrate such that heat is
effectively delivered to the emitter via thermal spreading. Since the absorber area is reduced with respect to the planar
area of the sample (Fig. 1c), the area for re-emissive losses from the nearly-blackbody nanotube array surface is
decreased, thus boosting thermal efficiency. To reduce parasitic radiative losses, we metallized the sides of the silicon
substrate and inactive area around the nanotube absorber with W, a relatively low-emissivity high-temperature material,
and incorporated a high-reflectivity Ag-coated shield (Fig. 1a) to recycle this parasitic radiation back to the device.
Vertically-aligned carbon nanotubes were chosen as the solar absorber due to their high-temperature stability in
vacuum and their nearly ideal absorptance, crucial for absorbing highly-concentrated irradiance at elevated emitter-toabsorber area ratios. As shown in Fig. 1d, the as-grown nanotubes are 10-15 nm in outer diameter and 80-100 μm tall with
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a ~0.5 μm variation in height at the tips. The broad-spectrum absorptance of the nanotube array in this study exceeds 0.99
(see SI: Absorber Characterization), consistent with previous reports for similar nanotube array geometries22-24.
The multilayer Si/SiO2 structure of the photonic crystal, composed of five alternating layers of Si and SiO2 (Fig. 1e,f),
improves the spectral matching between the emittance of the emitter and the internal quantum efficiency of the InGaAsSb
PV cell25-27 (Eg=0.55 eV). These materials were chosen for ease of fabrication and high-temperature compatibility with
the silicon substrate. The layer thicknesses were optimized via a constrained global optimization of the product of
efficiency and power density6.
Our mechanical system ensured alignment and gap control while minimizing parasitic conduction losses (see SI:
Experimental Setup). The entire experimental layout was maintained in vacuum (< 0.5 Pa) to suppress convective and
conductive heat transfer through the environment. We used a Xe-arc light source to simulate the solar spectrum and to
supply a range of irradiances (Hs) from 10 to 75 Wcm-2.
To gain more insight into the complex energy conversion in our nanophotonic, area ratio optimized (NARO) STPV
devices and compare it to theoretical predictions, we conducted two independent experiments—TPV and STPV. We
investigated the maximum output power density (pout) of the PV diode as a function of the absorber-emitter temperature
(Tae) in the TPV experiment and irradiance (Hs) in the STPV experiment. The temperature measurement in the TPV
characterization was achieved by bonding a fine gage thermocouple directly to the absorber-side of the substrate.
As shown in Fig. 2, the output power of the PV cell is highly temperature-dependent as higher energy modes (> Eg)
are excited with increasing emitter temperature. These experimental results are supported by a spectral quasi-1D diffuse
radiative network model (SQ1DD). Our model assumes isothermal operation of the absorber-emitter (i.e., Ta=Te=Tae) and
accounts for the experimentally measured spectral properties of the components and the geometrical configuration of our
planar STPV layout (see SI: Modeling). The results of the TPV experiment serve as validation of our model and provide
an indirect method for determining the absorber-emitter temperature from the measured output power. This approach was
used in the STPV characterization since a direct in-situ measurement of the absorber-emitter temperature increases
parasitic losses and reduces the efficiency.
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With the TPV performance characterized, we investigated the full energy conversion processes in our NAROSTPVs with increasing emitter-to-absorber area ratios. Fig. 3a shows the electrical output power of the STPV devices as a
function of irradiance (Hs) and the absorber-emitter temperature (determined using the relation between pout and Tae shown
in Fig. 2). The upper and lower estimates of our SQ1DD model (associated with treating Hs as collimated or diffuse,
respectively) bound the data within the experimental uncertainty.
The effect of increasing area ratio is manifested in shifting the operating points to a regime of increased irradiance
(Hs) relative to the thermal re-emission loss (σTae4). If we consider the absorber solar collection efficiency (a major
component of the thermal efficiency) for a blackbody surface:

η aBB = 1 −

σTae4

(3)

Hs

we observe that decreasing the σTae4/Hs ratio results in higher absorber efficiency. For our nearly-blackbody nanotube
absorbers, this regime graphically corresponds to the lower right corner of Fig. 3a. Using equation (3), we estimated that
the absorber efficiency for AR 10 is above 75%.
Nevertheless, absorber efficiency is only a component of the overall STPV efficiency. Indeed, the efficiency of
converting concentrated sunlight into electrical power (ηtηtpv) does not monotonically increase with increasing area ratio
for a fixed irradiance (Hs); as shown in Fig. 3b, an optimal area ratio exists. To understand why this optimal area ratio
arises, the competing effects of the thermal efficiency and the TPV efficiency are considered. The thermal efficiency is
significantly enhanced as the area ratio is increased due to a rise in absorber efficiency (as explained above). In contrast,
with increasing area ratio for a fixed Hs, the operating temperature of the absorber-emitter decreases since the ratio of the
absorbed solar power (~AaHs) relative to the thermal emission (~AeσTae4) decreases; ultimately leading to a decrease in
opt
TPV efficiency as the temperature drops significantly below the Te . These two competing effects lead to an optimal

area ratio for a fixed irradiance, or equivalently, for a fixed optical concentration (10 times = 1 Wcm-2, ASTM E772). In
general, the optimum area ratio increases with optical concentration as shown in Fig. 3b, where the optimum shifts from
approximately AR=2 to AR=5 as Hs is increased from 20 to 48 Wcm-2.
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Using the relation between pout and Tae (Fig. 2), we investigated the system performance as a function of absorberemitter temperature. Fig. 3c shows that the efficiency initially increases sharply with emitter temperature (below 1200 K)
opt
as modes with energies above Eg are increasingly excited. As the temperature approaches Te , the efficiency plateaus as

increasing useful emission (i.e., radiation at E > Eg) is balanced by increasing re-emission losses and PV inefficiencies
associated with high photocurrents. Increasing area ratio for a given absorber-emitter temperature results in increased
conversion efficiency (Fig. 3d). Since the TPV efficiency is determined by the emitter temperature, the relative increase in
opt
conversion efficiency (ηtηtpv) is completely attributed to the increase in thermal efficiency. At Te (1285 K), we

experimentally demonstrated a two-fold increase in thermal efficiency from AR=1 to AR=5.
Overall, the highest conversion efficiency (ηtηtpv) that we measured is 3.2±0.2% using an AR=7 device, which is
3-4 times greater than previous STPV experiments9. This was achieved using a compact design at substantially lower
levels of optical concentration (~750 times), which will enable higher optical efficiencies. As shown in Fig. 4, significant
enhancements in efficiency relative to a gray body absorber-emitter (ε=0.5) were achieved through the use of: (i) a 1D
Si/SiO2 photonic crystal for improved spectral performance of the emitter and a vertically-aligned multi-walled carbon
nanotube array for nearly ideal solar absorptance (a two-fold contribution to the improvement in ηtηtpv) and (ii)
optimization of the active emitter-to-absorber area ratio (an additional two-fold improvement). The concept of optimizing
area ratio at a fixed optical concentration with a nanophotonic absorber-emitter, experimentally demonstrated in this work,
can be easily implemented in future STPV designs to increase overall efficiency.
From the SQ1DD model, our highest efficiency operating point corresponds to a temperature of 1235 K with 54%
thermal efficiency and 5.8% TPV efficiency. As the device scales in planar area from 1x1 cm to 10x10 cm (Fig. 4), the
thermal efficiency will improve to ~75% as parasitic losses to the inactive area and mechanical supports decrease from
91% to 20% of the useful emission (see Fig. S5). Another important aspect limiting our conversion efficiency is the
performance of the PV cell (Voc=0.57Eg, 0.48 fill factor, 83% active area). Using an improved, yet realistic 0.55 eV
InGaAsSb cell (Voc=0.70Eg, 0.74 fill factor, 90% active area) and a sub-bandgap photon reflecting filter26, the STPV
efficiency will approach 20% at moderate optical concentrations (Fig. 4). Although this result requires scale up of our
processing and experimental systems, our robust experimental STPV demonstration of the (1 cm2) nanophotonic absorber6

emitter and key design elements validates our model. The efficiency can be further enhanced through improvements in
low-bandgap PVs (such as GaSb, Ge, and graphene-based PVs), better spectral control5,15,21 and higher temperature
operation. Unlike Si PV cells that have reached ~85% of their thermodynamic efficiency, the best-performing lowbandgap (TPV) cells exhibit 30-50% of their thermodynamic efficiency10,25,26,28. By re-optimizing the geometry of the 1D
photonic crystal, our nanophotonic absorber-emitter may be paired with PV bandgaps up to ~0.7 eV; beyond this point,
higher temperature photonic crystal materials are required, such as refractory metals18. The efficiency improvements
demonstrated in this work, along with the promising predictions using a validated model, suggest the viability of
nanophotonic STPVs for next-generation, efficient, scalable and dispatchable solar energy conversion.

Methods
The absorber and the emitter were prepared using conventional physical and chemical vapor deposition (PVD, CVD)
processes. The polycrystalline Si and SiO2 structure of the 1D photonic crystal emitter was deposited by low-pressure and
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, respectively6. The wafer was annealed after each deposition. On the backside
of the emitter substrate, we sputtered a 10 nm adhesion layer of Ti followed by a 200 nm W layer. Using a laser-cut acrylic
contact mask, a seed layer for CNT growth was deposited onto the samples with electron-beam evaporation. The CNTs
were grown using a high-temperature CVD process in a H2/He environment by modifying a previously developed
recipe29. The samples were heated to 720 oC from room temperature in ~10 mins and held at 720 oC for 5 mins to anneal
the Fe seed. CNTs were grown for 10 mins at 720 oC using an ethylene gas carbon source. All of the flowing gases were
preheated to 625 oC. Following the growth, the furnace was rapidly cooled in a H2/He environment.
The absorber-emitter substrate was mechanically secured using a custom spring-loaded needle-support layout. Vacuum
gaps of 400 μm and 300 μm separated the shield from the absorber and the emitter from the PV, respectively, such that the
aperture/absorber and emitter/PV view factors exceeded 0.90. Manual linear stages were used to align and control the
spacing between the reflecting shield, the absorber-emitter, and the PV cell. We conducted the experiments on each
absorber-emitter pair at varying levels of flux of simulated solar radiation (Hs) through the aperture (10-75 Wcm-2) by
changing the distance between the light source and the experiment (see SI: Experimental Setup). Hs is defined as the input
solar power through the aperture normalized by the aperture area, or equivalently, the nanotube absorber area. I-V and
7

temperature measurements were obtained at steady operating conditions of the STPV device. Uncertainty in the reported
experimental quantities was evaluated based on propagation of the following errors: variance (using a t-distribution with a
95% confidence interval), instrument error and resolution error. The PV temperature was maintained near 293 K using a
chilled water loop (see Eq. S1).
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Figure legends
Figure 1 | Operating principle and components of the nanophotonic, area ratio optimized (NARO) STPV. Sunlight
is converted to useful thermal emission, and ultimately electrical power, via a hot absorber-emitter. (a) Schematic and (b)
optical image of our vacuum-enclosed devices composed of an aperture/radiation-shield, a array of multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNT) as the absorber, a one-dimensional Si/SiO2 photonic crystal emitter (1D PhC), a 0.55 eV bandgap
PV cell (InGaAsSb19-21), and a chilled water cooling system. c, Absorber-side optical image of an AR(=Ae/Aa)=10 module
showing spatially-defined MWCNTs (Aa=0.1 cm2) on a W-coated Si substrate (1x1 cm planar area, 550 μm thick). d, SEM
cross-section of the MWCNTs (inset: magnified view of the nanotube tips). e, Optical image of the 1D PhC emitter
(Ae=1 cm2). f, SEM cross-section of the 1D PhC showing the alternating layers of Si and SiO2.

Figure 2 | TPV characterization. Electrical output power density (pout) generated by the InGaAsSb PV cell as a function
of the 1D Si/SiO2 PhC emitter temperature. Inset depicts the measured4 spectral emittance of the 1D PhC at 1285 K and
the internal quantum efficiency of the PV used by the SQ1DD model. Model prediction (solid line) shows an excellent
agreement with experimental points (markers). Errors bars represent 95% confidence interval – see Methods.

Figure 3 | Performance characterization and optimization of the nanophotonic STPV device. a, Electrical output
power density (pout) and absorber-emitter temperature (Tae determined from Fig. 2) with increasing Hs (input solar power
normalized by the aperture area) for AR=1 to 10. As the area ratio is increased, the device operates in a regime of low

σTae4/Hs, which is favorable for the absorber efficiency of the nanotube array. b, Conversion efficiency (concentrated solar
to electrical, ηtηtpv) with increasing area ratio for a fixed Hs=20 and 48 W/cm2. Competing effects of the thermal efficiency
and the TPV efficiency lead to an optimal area ratio for a fixed Hs. c, Conversion efficiency as a function of the pout, or
equivalently, Tae (AR=5 omitted for clarity). d, At a given pout or Tae, the conversion efficiency increases with increasing
area ratio which is attributed to an increase in thermal efficiency. Markers are experimental points (errors bars represent
95% confidence interval – see Methods); solid bands represent the SQ1DD model: treating Hs as collimated or diffuse sets
upper and lower bounds, respectively.
10

Figure 4 | Relative improvements in efficiency and near-term predictions for nanophotonic, area ratio optimized
(NARO) STPVs. Conversion efficiency (ηtηtpv) as function of a solar irradiance (Hs). Contributions to ηtηtpv relative to a
gray body absorber-emitter: MWCNT-1DPhC absorber-emitter (two-fold improvement), area ratio optimization
(additional two-fold improvement). Efficiencies approaching 20% were predicted with a scaled-up (10x10 cm) NAROSTPV utilizing a high-quality 0.55 eV PV module with a sub-bandgap reflector20. All points and predictions were made
using the SQ1DD model (Hs treated as collimated).
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This supplement contains:
Absorber Characterization
Experimental Setup
Modeling
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Absorber Characterization
MWCNT Absorber Optical Characterization

The radiative properties of the MWCNT absorbers were characterized across a broad range of wavelengths
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Total reflectance (diffuse + specular) was gathered between 250 and 1750 nm using a UV-VisNIR spectrophotometer (500i, Cary) with a diffuse reflectance accessory. The baseline reference measurement was
performed with a certified reflectance standard (SRS-99-010, Labsphere). The MWCNT surface was further characterized
in the infrared region (2.8-10 μm) using a FT-IR (Spectrum ONE, Perkin Elmer). During these measurements, specular
reflectance was measured at an incidence angle of 30 degrees using a variable angle specular reflection accessory
(VeeMax II). Both characterizations support previously reported broadband emittance measurements exceeding 0.991-3.
Significant variations in emittance before and after high-temperature operation and amongst samples (AR=1 to 10) were
not observed.
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Supplementary Fig. 1 | Optical characterization of MWCNT absorber. a, Total reflectance (diffuse + specular) spanning the relevant solar
wavelength range (0.25-1.75 μm); data near 1 μm omitted due to high noise level associated with lamp/detector change. b, Specular reflectance (30o
incident angle) in the infrared (2.8-10 μm).
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Visualization of Absorber-side Interfaces

a

b

2 μm

2 μm

Supplementary Fig. 2 | SEMs of absorber-side interfaces: a, W/substrate and b, CNT/W.

Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the W/substrate and CNT/W absorber-side interfaces. These SEMs were taken on a sample
after approximately 1 hr of high-temperature operation (1000-1300 K). The micro/nanoscale morphologies of the
interfaces between the different materials are clearly distinguishable in the SEMs.
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Supplementary Fig. 3 | Simulated solar spectrum. Comparison between the AM1.5 direct spectrum used a standard for CSP applications and the
spectrum provided by the Xe-arc lamp in our experiments.
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The input power in our experiments was provided by a solar simulator (92192, Newport Oriel Inc.). While the Xe-arc
spectrum deviates slightly from the standard AM1.5D (Supplementary Fig. 3), the MWCNT absorbing surface displays
broad-spectrum near-blackbody absorptance1-3 (see Supplementary Fig. 1) such that the difference in spectrally-weighted
absorptance for the two spectra is negligible.
Light from the solar simulator was concentrated using a focusing lens system (Hi Flux Concentrator, Newport Oriel Inc.),
shown in Supplementary Fig. 4a. The concentrator has two distinct configurations, converging-diverging and converging,
which enable a wide range of irradiances to be supplied. This light was further concentrated with a secondary
concentrator—a converging “light pipe” which reduces the size of the illuminated spot. The “light pipe” was constructed
by sputtering a 250 nm silver layer on large glass microscope slides. The slides were cut using a die saw and assembled
into a square frustum. The input power was determined shortly after each experiment by measuring the power through the
aperture used in the experiment. This value was obtained using a thermopile detector (919P-040-50, Newport Oriel Inc.),
which measures the total radiative power incident on the sensing surface. To determine the irradiance, this power was
normalized by the area of the aperture (or equivalently, the absorber area in our experiments). The irradiance was varied
between 10 and 75 W/cm2 by utilizing both optical configurations mentioned above and moving the optical setup relative
to our vacuum-enclosed experimental setup (Supplementary Fig. 4b) along a linear track (i.e., the further the light source,
the lower the irradiance).

Supplementary Fig. 4 | Experimental setup. a, Optical image showing solar simulator, primary concentrator, and vacuum chamber. b, Optical
image of the experimental setup inside the vacuum chamber showing the secondary concentrator and the aperture/shield assembly.
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Alignment and Gap Control

We developed a mechanical system and procedure to ensure repeatable alignment and gap control between the absorberemitter sample, the PV cell, and the aperture/shield. In a horizontal orientation as shown in Fig. 1a (with gravity pointing
down), the PV cell assembly was first mounted to the thermal management stage which was fixed to a z-axis stage
(122-0101, Opto Sigma Corp.). The absorber-emitter sample was then placed on top of the PV; since the PV and the
emitter have equal dimensions, the sample edges were easily aligned with the PV edges using a vertical straightedge.
Second, the mechanical support needles were brought into contact with two sides of the absorber-emitter (550 μm
thickness) to secure its position while maintaining alignment with the PV cell. Three stainless steel mechanical supports
were used in the design: two hypodermic needles (27Gx1.25”, B-D) on one side and a spring-loaded pin (POGO-72U-S,
ECT) on the opposite side. The spring-loaded pin ensured that a light force was constantly applied on the absorber-emitter
and the supports, minimizing pitch errors due to thermal expansion of the sample during operation. After securing the
sample, a 300 μm gap between the emitter and the PV cell was set using the z-stage to lower the PV cell assembly with
respect to the mounted absorber-emitter. The experimental setup was then mounted in the vacuum chamber and aligned
with the aperture/shield (Ag-coated) using a manual linear stage to set the gap. Finally, the setup was connected to the
chilled water loop and the instrumentation via feedthroughs.

TPV Emitter Temperature Measurement

The temperature of the absorber-emitter during the TPV-validation experiment was measured using a fine gage special
limits thermocouple (CHAL-005, Omega Engineering Inc.) bonded to the absorber-side of the sample. The bond was
established using a zirconia-based ceramic epoxy (516 Ultra-Temp, Aremco Products Inc.); the manufacturer’s thermal
annealing instructions were followed but in an inert (N2/H2-5%) environment to avoid oxidation of the MWCNT absorber.

PV Temperature and Thermal Load

The temperature of PV cell was measured using a type-K thermocouple (Omega Engineering Inc.) sandwiched between
the packaged cell assembly and the thermal management stage. Chilled water was supplied to the thermal management
stage using a liquid to liquid heat exchanger (013736, NESLAB) at a steady flow rate of 0.20±0.04 LPM and an inlet
5

temperature of 291±0.4 K. In the range of our experiments results, the temperature of the PV cell (Tpv) was dependent on
the output power density (pout) according to the following line of best fit:

T pv [K] = 291.8 + 6.59 pout [Wcm−2 ]

(S1)

During our experiments, Tpv did not exceed 296 K. Using the flow rate and temperature measurements at the inlet and
outlet of the stage, we determined the thermal load on the PV cell during operation:

qth [Wcm-2 ] = 0.33 + 15.46 pout [Wcm-2 ]

(S2)

The above thermal load is specific to the TPV components and geometrical configuration used in our experimental setup.
By combining the above information, we can extract an effective thermal resistance between the PV cell and the
environment (the chilled water inlet in our case):

Reff =

T pv − Tin
qth

= 0.404[KW −1cm2 ]

(S3)

Although our system relies on forced liquid convection to provide the desired experiment control, the above thermal
resistance can easily be achieved using air-cooled heat sinks in a practical terrestrial application.

Determining Maximum Power Output

We performed several current-voltage (I-V) sweeps using a precision source-meter (2440, Keithley Instruments Inc.) once
steady state operation of the STPV device was established. The I-V sweep was conducted in a 4-wire configuration with
50 points acquired in the range of 0-0.7 V. The reported output power density (pout) is an average of the maximum power
points for each I-V sweep acquired at steady operating conditions, normalized by the total cell area (1 cm2).

Modeling
We have developed a system level model to predict both input and output power to the device for a given equilibrium
temperature. Our assumption of isothermal operation (quasi 1-D) is justified due to the geometry of the planar
absorber/emitter device as well as its relatively high thermal conductivity (as supported by a highly-fidelity 2-D model4).
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When an equilibrium temperature is specified, heat transfer (radiation and conduction) with the surrounding components
(PV cell, shield, supports, and vacuum chamber) can be determined. Radiative transfer is solved on a spectral basis
through an energy balance at each surface. The spectral radiosity (Jλ) is the sum of the thermal emission (Ebλ) and the
reflection of the irradiance (Hλ). The irradiance is defined as the portion of the radiosity from other surfaces (j) in the
network which is intercepted by the surface of interest (i). The intercepted portion is determined using diffuse view factors
(Fij).
ε E

1

ε

(S4)

∑

(S5)

Equations S4 and S5 are solved for each surface at each wavelength. After integrating over all wavelengths, the total
radiative heat transfer to each component is known.
Conduction from the supports is estimated using a fin approximation. This is justified by a small Biot number
(<<0.1). For a fin with an adiabatic tip, the heat loss is given by the following equation:
(T

T) h

k A tanh(

)

(S6)

where Tb is the temperature at the contact between the absorber-emitter and the support, Tv is the temperature of the
vacuum chamber,

is the average heat transfer coefficient (approximated using a linearized radiation coefficient), P is the

perimeter, k is the thermal conductivity, Ac is the cross-sectional area, and L is the length of the support. The fin constant
(mL) is given by:
(S7)
The emittance and the thermal conductivity for stainless steel (SS304) are estimated at the mean temperature of the fin.
The sum of the radiative emission and heat conduction is the total heat that must be supplied to the absorberemitter to maintain the specified equilibrium temperature. From this energy balance, we solved for the required irradiance
(Hs) based on two limiting cases: treating Hs as collimated or diffuse. For the collimated approximation, all of the
incoming light through the aperture is simply incident on the MWCNT absorber. For the diffuse approximation, the
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radiative flux passing through the aperture is split between the active MWCNT absorber and the surrounding tungsten
area based on their respective view factors (undergoing multiple reflections with the aperture/shield).
To determine the output power, we first solved for the total radiative heat transfer from the emitter to the PV cell
for wavelengths smaller than that associated with the bandgap energy of the InGaAsSb cell (< 2.22 μm). This useful
radiation generates photocurrent (Iph) based on the following expression:
(S8)

,

where e is the charge of an electron, h is Planck’s constant, c0 is the speed of light in a vacuum, Apv is the area of the PV
cell, IQEλ is the spectral internal quantum efficiency of the PV cell, and Qλ,e-pv is the spectral absorber radiation on the cell.
Once the photocurrent was determined, the I-V characteristics (i.e., maximum power point) of the PV cell were
determined semi-empirically following the methods described by Chan et al.5.

Power Conversion and Loss Mechanisms
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Supplementary Fig. 5 | Power conversion and loss mechanisms at an irradiance of 75 W/cm2 in the following NARO-STPVs (obtained using
the SQ1DD): a, the experimentally demonstrated AR=7 (1cm2) device (d and c represent diffuse and collimated irradiance, respectively); and b, a
scaled-up (100 cm2) AR=17 device utilizing a high-quality 0.55 eV PV module with a sub-bandgap reflector6.The scaled-up device was simulated
with 1 mm gaps between the shield/absorber and emitter/PV, and mounted using 8 stainless steel supports (difference between the diffuse and
collimated irradiance is negligible in this configuration). Width of arrow is proportional to the magnitude of power it represents.
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